
March 2021 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the March 2021 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

There are some excellent books on birds, mammals, and fish in the pipeline. Lynx have announced the second edition of
Birds of the Indonesian Archipelago: Greater Sundas and Wallacea for March while Houghton Mifflin Harcourt has released details for two North American bird books, both
due August: Bird Families of North America and Peterson Field Guide to North American Bird Nests. Mike Toms is writing A Garden Bird's Year, due June from Harper
Collins. Struik Nature have recently published another three quick ID guides: Avian Architects: Quick ID Guide to Nests and Eggs of Southern African Birds,
Flying Mammals: Quick ID Guide to the Bats of Africa, and Skullduggery: Quick ID Guide to Southern and East African Mammal Skulls. Lastly, John Beaufoy Publishing
has announced Reef Fishes of the Seychelles for August.

As in February, we again have an excellent selection of entomology titles this month. The Royal Entomological Society has just published a new addition to the long-
running RES Handbooks series with RES Handbook, Volume 10, Part 16: Blow Flies (Diptera: Calliphoridae, Polleniidae, Rhiniidae) while Princeton University Press has
announced another addition to their Monographs in Population Biology series with Social Butterflies, due August. We have stock of the Russian book
Dragonflies of Russia: Illustrated Photo Guide from Fiton XXI, while Siri Scientific Press has announced
An Illustrated History of Butterflies of the Afrotropical Indian Ocean Islands: Madagascar, Comoros, Seychelles, Reunion, Mauritius, Rodrigues and Socotra for May. Two
good reads on insects coming from Bloomsbury Publishing are Much Ado About Mothing: A Year Intoxicated by Britain’s Rare and Remarkable Moths, due May, and the
paperback of His Imperial Majesty: A Natural History of the Purple Emperor, due June.

There is a range of academic subjects for which we have one or two interesting titles. On the subject of botany, there is a new BSBI Handbook on hawkweeds,
Monograph of British and Irish Hieracium Section Foliosa and Section Prenanthoidea. On the topic of ecology, Cambridge University Press will publish
Animal Population Ecology: An Analytical Approach in April. Two upcoming palaeontology titles are A Guide to Fossil Collecting on the East Dorset Coast, due May from
Siri Scientific Press, and the paperback of The Story of the Dinosaurs in 25 Discoveries: Amazing Fossils and the People Who Found Them, due August from Columbia
University Press.

Conservation biologists are well served this month with A Trillion Trees: How We Can Reforest Our World, due August from Granta, Pangolins: Scales of Injustice, due
April from Penguin Random House South Africa, Killing, Capture, Trade and Ape Conservation, due April from Cambridge University Press, and the paperback of
Lost Animals: Extinction and the Photographic Record due August from Bloomsbury Publishing. On the related topic of environmental issues, there is the paperback of
Net Zero: How We Stop Causing Climate Change, due August from Harper Collins.

To see out this month's selection we have a nice roundup of biographies and other good reads. Harper Collins has just published the autobiography of palaeontologist
Richard Fortey, A Curious Boy: The Making of a Scientist, while Sphere Books will publish a rerelease of Sir Peter Scott's 1967 memoir Happy the Man, now titled
A Life In Nature, in May. Three paperback rereleases are A Dominant Character: The Radical Science and Restless Politics of J. B. S. Haldane, due July from Atlantic
Books, Peter Wohlleben's Walks in the Wild: A Guide through the Forest, due May from Rider Books, and A Slow Passion: Snails, My Garden and Me, due this month from
Bloomsbury Publishing.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
The Complete Field Guide to Dragonflies of Australia
Günther Theischinger(Author), John Hawking(Author), Albert G Orr(Illustrator)
Dragonflies and damselflies are conspicuous insects: many are large and brightly coloured.
They are also valuable indicators of environmental wellbeing. A detailed knowledge of the
dragonfly fauna is therefore an important basis for decisions about...

424 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
CSIRO

Paperback #252777 Mar-2021 9781486313747 £37.50

Bees, Wasps and Ants of Kent
Geoff Allen(Author)
This second edition of Bees, Wasps and Ants of Kent presents information on the distribution
and status of 515 species of bees, wasps and ants – the aculeate Hymenoptera – which have
been recorded in Kent. There have been many...

450+ colour distribution maps | Kent Field Club

Paperback #252746 2020 £23.99

A Slow Passion
Snails, My Garden and Me
Ruth Brooks(Author)
When BBC Radio 4's Material World programme announced a search for the UK's top amateur
scientist, little did anyone expect that the winning experiment would comprise one of our
humblest garden pests. Ruth Brooks posed this question: Do...

242 pages | no illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #252769 Mar-2021 9781526640826 £19.99

Encyclopedia of Pest Management (3-Volume Set)
David Pimentel(Editor)
With contributions from hundreds of esteemed international authorities and containing more
than 500 entries, the Encyclopedia of Pest Management, second edition, is a key reference
work designed to be regularly consulted for immediate and precise...

2430 pages | Apple Academic Press

Hardback #224197 Aug-2021 9781482249521 £636.00

Insect Mouthparts
Form, Function, Development and Performance
Harald W Krenn(Editor)
This is the first comprehensive book focusing on the form and function of insect mouthparts.
Written by leading experts, it reviews the current knowledge on feeding types and the evolution
of mouthparts and presents new research approaches. The...

290 pages | 30 colour & 30 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #252801 2021 9783030296568 £89.99
Hardback #248134 2020 9783030296537 £109.99
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His Imperial Majesty
A Natural History of the Purple Emperor
Matthew Oates(Author)
Read our interview with the author here. When summer is at its zenith and the sallow foliage
develops a bluish tinge, a giant butterfly – beautiful, bold and brazen – flies powerfully over the
tree canopy. Females of this species,...

424 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury
Publishing

Paperback #252757 Jun-2021 9781472950161 £12.99
Hardback #249378 2020 9781472950123 £15.99

Social Butterflies
Henry S Horn
Throughout his career, Henry Horn took a unique approach to the study of butterflies. This
book brings together his findings with recent advances in behavioural ecology to provide an
incomparable look at the social lives of butterflies, illuminating...

248 pages | 96 b/w illustrations, 23 tables. | Princeton University Press

Paperback #252042 Aug-2021 9780691206301 £33.99
Hardback #252043 Aug-2021 9780691206295 £99.99

European Butterflies, Issue 4: Spring 2021
Jason Sargerson(Editor), Jim Asher(Contributor), Dan Danahar(Contributor), Dobromir
Domuschiev(Contributor), Robin Fox(Contributor), Mario Langourov(Contributor), David
Moore(Contributor), Dan Powell(Contributor), Rosemary Powell(Contributor), Pete
Smith(Contributor), Ervin Szombathelyi(Contributor)
Articles in the magazine cover: Butterflies in the Queyras National Park in France and in the
Eastern Pyrenees in France. The further development of Corfu Butterfly Conservation is
featured. A species-rich butterfly garden in Bulgaria is described...

36 pages | 140 colour photos | Charaxes Publications

Magazine #252601 Mar-2021 9772516527005 £7.99

The Encyclopedia of the Swedish Flora and Fauna, Blötdjur: Sidopalpssnäckor –
Taggsäcksnäckor [Swedish]
Mollusca: Cimidae - Asperspinidae
Kennet Lundin(Author), Klas Malmberg(Author), Fredrik Pleijel(Author)
This volume deals with 146 Swedish species of snails within the subclass Heterobranchia.
They are presented in a systematic order from the family Cimidae to the family Asperspinidae
and are described with text and pictures. Determination keys...

352 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
ArtDatabanken (Swedish Threatened Species Unit)

Hardback #252624 Mar-2021 9789187853616 £120.00

Ecology of Protozoa
The Biology of Free-Living Phagotrophic Protists
Genoveva F Esteban(Author), Tom M Fenchel(Author)
Ecology of Protozoa emphasises the important role that protozoa play in many natural eco-
systems. To shed new light on their individual adaptive skills, the respective chapters examine
the ecology and functional biology of this diverse group of...

186 pages | 24 colour & 49 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #252627 2021 9783030599782 £109.99

Oyster Isles
A Journey Through Britain and Ireland's Oyster
Bobby Groves(Author)
The Great British oyster is deeply embedded in our geographical, historical and socio-cultural
landscape. Five-thousand-year-old oyster shells have been discovered in the northern reaches
of Scotland, and oyster shells are littered along the extinct...

308 pages | Col photos | Constable

Paperback #252650 2020 9781472129079 £9.99

ZooKeys 924: The Wild Bees (Hymenoptera, Apoidea) of the Island of Cyprus
Androulla I Varnava(Author), Stuart PM Roberts(Author), Denis Michez(Author), John S
Ascher(Author), Theodora Petanidou(Author), Stavroula Dimitriou(Author), Jelle
Devalez(Author), Marilena Pittara(Author), Menelaos C Stavrinides(Author)
Cyprus, the third-largest island in the Mediterranean, constitutes a biodiversity hotspot with
high rates of plant endemism. The wild bees of the island were studied extensively by the
native George Mavromoustakis, a world-renowned bee taxonomist,...

114 pages | colour photos | Pensoft Publishers

Paperback #252671 2020 9786192480035 £39.99

Dragonflies of Russia: Illustrated Photo Guide [Russian]
VV Onishko(Author), Oleg E Kosterin(Author), Nikita Vikhrev(Preface By)
The book offers the first detailed description of the appearance, life history, distribution and
diagnostic characteristics of all 156 species of dragonflies and damselflies (Odonata) known to
date from the territory of the Russian Federation, based...

479 pages | 1000+ colour photos | Fiton XXI

Hardback #252686 2021 9785906811912 £29.99

Forest Insects in Europe
Diversity, Functions and Importance
Beat Wermelinger(Author)
Forest insects play important roles ecologically and economically. They pollinate plants,
decompose dead plant and animal tissue, provide food for vertebrates, regulate pest
organisms, and shape entire landscapes. Some are considered pests, while...

368 pages | 572 colour photos, 4 colour illustrations, 3 tables | CRC
Press

Paperback #252691 Jul-2021 9780367457006 £49.99
Hardback #252690 Jul-2021 9781032030319 £124.99

Butterflies of the Mid-Atlantic
A Field Guide
Robert R Blakney(Author), Judy Gallagher(Author)
This field guide covers 120 species of butterflies that may be found in the mid-Atlantic region.
For each species, colour photographs show the key field marks and text provides identification
information, fly dates, host plants and habitat...

139 pages | 300+ colour photos | Robert R. Blakney (privately published)

Paperback #252693 2020 9780578677804 £26.99

An Illustrated History of Butterflies of the Afrotropical Indian Ocean Islands
Madagascar, Comoros, Seychelles, Reunion, Mauritius, Rodrigues and Socotra
James M Lawrence(Author), Mark C Williams(Author), Steve Collins(Foreword By)
From the foreword:"[...] Almost all the illustrations used in this book are taken from hand-
coloured paintings, which until now have been largely out of reach to the general public, due to
the scarcity of the works which are also enormously...

256 pages | 73 plates with colour illustrations | Siri Scientific Press

Paperback #252741 May-2021 9781838152833 £29.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Natural History

Phytoseiidae of Taiwan (Acari: Mesostigmata)
Jhih-Rong Liao(Author), Chyi-Chen Ho(Author)
The Phytoseiidae are among the best-known mite families, with more than 2,700 recorded
species worldwide. Some of those phytoseiids are used as biocontrol agents to fight
agricultural pests. But in order to study their potential, it has become urgent...

538 pages | National Taiwan University Press

Hardback #252749 2020 9789863504085 £375.00

RES Handbook, Volume 10, Part 16: Blow Flies (Diptera: Calliphoridae, Polleniidae,
Rhiniidae)
Olga Sivell(Author)
The RES Handbook Blow Flies is an identification guide to the adults of all British species in
the families Calliphoridae, Polleniidae and Rhiniidae. It takes an original approach, using high-
quality diagnostic photographs throughout. This new and...

colour photos | Royal Entomological Society

Paperback #252750 Mar-2021 9781910159064 £39.99

Pollinators, Predators & Parasites
The Ecological Roles of Insects in Southern Africa
Clarke H Scholtz(Author), Jenny Scholtz(Author)
Southern Africa is home to a particularly rich insect diversity, yet the fascinating stories about
them have mostly remained hidden in scientific papers. This lavishly illustrated and
authoritative book highlights and illustrates interesting, often...

448 pages | ~2000 colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #252771 May-2021 9781775845553 £26.50

Much Ado About Mothing
A Year Intoxicated by Britain’s Rare and Remarkable Moths
James Lowen(Author)
Inspired by a revelatory encounter with a Poplar Hawk-Moth – a huge, velvety-winged wonder
wrapped in silver – James Lowen embarks on a year-long quest to celebrate the joy of Britain's
rarest and most remarkable moths. By hiking up...

384 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #252799 May-2021 9781472966971 £15.99

Genus Copris of Japan [Japanese]
Keiichi Tsukamoto(Author), Masashi Inagaki(Author), Masakazu Kawahara(Author), Masato
Mori(Author)
This Japanese monograph describes the known Japanese members of the dung beetle genus
Copris and illustrates them on 47 colour plates showing pinned specimens and life
photographs.

112 pages | 47 plates with colour photos | Mushi-sha

Hardback #252802 2019 9784943955535 £89.99

Parechthistatus of Japan [Japanese]
Masatoshi Takakuwa(Author), Hiroyuki Nakamura(Author), Toshio Kobayashi(Author)
This Japanese monograph describes the known Japanese members of the longhorn beetle
genus Parechthistatus and illustrates them on 48 colour plates showing pinned specimens and
life photographs.

162 pages | 48 plates with colour photos | Mushi-sha

Hardback #252803 2020 9784943955528 £89.99

Subtribe Theclina of Japan (Lycaenidae) [English / Japanese]
Takashi Hasegawa(Author), Hiroyuki Takasaki(Editor), Masaya Yago(Editor)
This bilingual Japanese/English monograph describes the known members of the Lycaenid
butterfly subtribe Theclina and illustrates them on 63 colour plates showing pinned specimens.

176 pages | 63 plates with colour photos | Mushi-sha

Hardback #252804 2020 9784943955542 £99.99

Berliner Höhlenkundliche Berichte, Volume 81: Caves and Karst of Taiwan
Michael Laumanns(Editor)
This volume, which is based on an international speleological expedition conducted in
February 2020, attempts to compile an overview of the caves of Taiwan. The expedition
resulted in 48 caves visited and 46 surveyed with a total of 2.3 km of...

68 pages | b/w maps, tables | Speläoclub Berlin

Paperback #252602 2021 £23.99

Cicerone Guides: Trekking the Robert Louis Stevenson Trail
The GR70 through the Cevennes/Massif Central
Nike Werstroh(Author), Jacint Mig(Author)
Robert Louis Stevenson's Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes is a classic of travel
literature. The GR70 long-distance trail is based on the author's route, allowing walkers to
follow in the footsteps of Stevenson and his four-legged...

128 pages | 40 colour photos, 13 colour maps | Cicerone Press

Paperback #252760 2021 9781852849184 £16.95

The Foragers of Point Hope
The Biology and Archaeology of Humans on the Edge of the Alaskan Arctic
Charles E Hilton(Editor), Benjamin M Auerbach(Editor), Libby W Cowgill(Editor)
On the edge of the Arctic Ocean, above the Arctic Circle, the prehistoric settlements at Point
Hope, Alaska, represent a truly remarkable accomplishment in human biological and cultural
adaptations. Presenting a set of anthropological analyses on the...

320 pages | illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #252637 2020 9781108829410 £34.99
Hardback #210524 2014 9781107022508 £53.99

Bioarchaeological and Forensic Perspectives on Violence
How Violent Death is Interpreted from Skeletal Remains
Debra L Martin(Editor), Cheryl P Anderson(Editor)
Every year, there are over 1.6 million violent deaths worldwide, making violence one of the
leading public health issues of our time. And with the 20th century just behind us, it's hard to
forget that 191 million people lost their lives directly...

340 pages | 61 b/w illustrations, 17 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #252620 2020 9781107623088 £34.99
Hardback #230133 2014 9781107045446 £74.99
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Studies in Forensic Biohistory
Anthropological Perspectives
Christopher M Stojanowski(Editor), William N Duncan(Editor)
The lives of kings, poets, authors, criminals and celebrities are a perpetual fascination in the
media and popular culture, and for decades anthropologists and other scientists have
participated in 'post-mortem dissections' of the lives of...

338 pages | 76 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 7 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #252635 2020 9781107423145 £34.99
Hardback #232059 2017 9781107073548 £29.25

Walks in the Wild
A Guide through the Forest
Peter Wohlleben(Author), Ruth Ahmedzai Kemp(Translated by)
Can you tell the difference between wolf and dog prints? Which trees are best to shelter under
a storm? How do you tell a deciduous and coniferous tree apart?Bestselling author of The
Hidden Life of Trees, Peter Wohlleben, lets you in on the...

261 pages | no illustrations | Rider Books

Paperback #252762 May-2021 9781846045585 £10.99
Hardback #246910 2019 9781846045578 £14.99

A Dominant Character
The Radical Science and Restless Politics of J. B. S. Haldane
Samanth Subramanian(Author)
A biography of J. B. S. Haldane, the British scientist, philosopher, and rabble-rouser whose
innovative predictions inspired Aldous Huxley's Brave New World.J. B. S. Haldane's life was
rich and strange, never short on genius or drama....

385 pages | b/w photos | Atlantic Books

Paperback #252640 Jul-2021 9781786492845 £9.99
Hardback #251092 2020 9781786492814 £14.99

The Wild Silence
Raynor Winn(Author)
Nature holds the answers for Raynor and her husband Moth. After walking 630 homeless miles
along The Salt Path, living on the windswept and wild English coastline; the cliffs, the sky and
the chalky earth now feel like their home. Moth has a terminal...

288 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #252765 May-2021 9780241401477 £9.99
Hardback #250215 2020 9780241401460 £14.99

Why Fish Don't Exist
A Story of Loss, Love, and the Hidden Order of Life
Lulu Miller(Author)
A wondrous debut from an extraordinary new voice in nonfiction, Why Fish Don't Exist is a dark
and astonishing tale of love, chaos, scientific obsession, and – possibly – even murder.David
Starr Jordan was a taxonomist, a man...

225 pages | b/w illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #252642 Apr-2021 9781501160349 £18.99
Hardback #250328 2020 9781501160271 £25.99

Wanderland
A Search for Magic in the Landscape
Jini Reddy(Author)
Alone on a remote mountaintop one dark night, a woman hears a mysterious voice.Propelled
by the memory and after years of dreaming about it, Jini Reddy dares to delve into the
'wanderlands' of Britain, heading off in search of the magical in...

272 pages | no illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #252768 Apr-2021 9781472951953 £9.99
Hardback #250354 2020 9781472951939 £16.99

Dark, Salt, Clear
Life in a Cornish Fishing Town
Lamorna Ash(Author)
A captivating, lyrical and deeply discerning portrait of life in the Cornish town of Newlyn, the
largest working fishing port in Britain, from a brilliant debut writerThere is the Cornwall
Lamorna Ash knew as a child – the idyllic,...

319 pages | no illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #252758 Apr-2021 9781526600059 £9.99
Hardback #250663 2020 9781526600011 £12.99

The Gardens of Mars
Madagascar, an Island Story
John Gimlette(Author)
A journey – both historical and contemporary – among the fantastical landscapes, beguiling
creatures and isolated tribes of the world's fourth island: Madagascar.An improbable world
beckons. We think we know Madagascar but it's...

464 pages | 80 colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, colour maps |
Apollo (Head of Zeus imprint)

Paperback #252533 Sep-2021 9781788544733 £10.99
Hardback #252532 2021 9781788544726 £23.99

A Life in Nature
Sir Peter Scott(Author)
A Life In Nature is a portrait of Peter Scott collected from his own conversations, articles and
broadcasts including thoughts on expeditions to Lapland, Conservation and Africa, his travels
in Europe and much more.Originally published in 1967 under...

448 pages | colour illustrations | Sphere Books

Hardback #252619 May-2021 9780751583359 £16.99

Botanical Art Techniques
A Comprehensive Guide to Watercolor, Graphite, Colored Pencil, Vellum, Pen and Ink, Egg
Tempera, Oils, Printmaking, and More
The American Society of Botanical Artists (ASBA)(Author), Carol Woodin(Editor), Robin A
Jess(Editor)
This definitive guide is the most thorough how-to available on every major technique of
botanical artistry. The experts at the American Society of Botanical Artists offer step-by-step
projects that move from introductory to advanced – so any...

416 pages | 900+ colour photos and colour illustrations | Timber Press

Hardback #252658 2020 9781604697902 £29.99

Birds of the World
250 of Earth's Most Majestic Creatures
Cesare Della Pietà(Author), Shishi Nguyen(Illustrator)
This gorgeously illustrated children's book showcases the winged world of some of the most
vibrant and unique birds. Approximately 10,000 different species of birds inhabit our planet,
and they exist in all kinds of environments, from deserts to...

176 pages | colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Black Dog &
Leventhal Publishers

Hardback #252692 2020 9780762498109 £18.99

Will Purdom
Agitator, Plant-Hunter, Forester
Francois Gordon(Author)
In a short life full of quiet, yet heroic, endeavour, Will Purdom, the son of a gardener from the
North of England, carved out a successful career as a plant-hunter and forester. He rose to
become a key figure in China's struggle to repair the...

240 pages | b/w photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Hardback #252714 2021 9781910877371 £18.99
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Reference

Conservation & Biodiversity

Plant Explorer
A Plantsman's Travels in North Vietnam
Richard A Baines(Author)
An overview of three collaborative expeditions undertaken to North-West Vietnam focusing on
the Hoang Lien Son mountain range. This area is a Plantsman’s paradise with a wealth of plant
material, much of which is proving to be hardy when grown...

Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #252715 2021 £19.99

Discovering British Wild Flowers
Deirdre Shirrefs(Author)
This excellent plant guide for children aged 7+ describes over 100 common British wild
flowers. The plants are arranged primarily by habitat, from woods to seaside and gardens to
countryside, and also by colour in the ‘Flower Colour...

160 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Brambleby Books

Paperback #252745 2021 9781908241634 £8.99

The Circling Sky
On Nature and Belonging in an Ancient Forest
Neil Ansell(Author)
From a 2018 Wainwright Prize-shortlisted author, The Circling Sky is part childhood memoir,
blended with exquisite nature observation, and the story of one man's journey over a year to
one of the UK's key natural habitats, the New Forest...

352 pages | Tinder Press

Hardback #252747 Apr-2021 9781472272362 £16.99

A Curious Boy
The Making of a Scientist
Richard A Fortey(Author)
What makes a scientist? In a charming memoir, beloved and brilliant scientist Richard Fortey
offers a tour of the natural world in all its joys, puzzles and curiosities.In this memoir, Richard
Fortey – a palaeontologist and natural historian...

352 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #252751 2021 9780008323967 £16.99

Latitude
The True Story of the World's Very First International Scientific Expedition
Nicholas Crane(Author)
They knew the world wasn't a sphere. Either it stretched at the poles or it bulged at the equator.
But which? They needed to know because accurate maps saved lives at sea and made money
on land. But measuring the earth was so difficult that most...

192 pages | Michael Joseph

Hardback #252764 May-2021 9780241478349 £14.99

Journey among Animals
The Animal Stories and Memoirs of a Zoologist
Meredith Happold(Author)
Journey among Animals is zoologist Meredith Happold's delightful and enlightening story of
her work with animals – especially bats. It begins with the story of Micky the mouse-eared bat
who taught her to love bats, and her childhood in...

300 pages | Book Guild Publishing

Paperback #252778 Jun-2021 9781913551919 £13.95

Scientific Writing = Thinking in Words
David Lindsay(Author)
Telling people about research is just as important as doing it. But many competent researchers
are wary of scientific writing, despite its importance for sharpening scientific thinking,
advancing their career, obtaining funding for their work and...

180 pages | illustrations | CSIRO

Paperback #252646 2020 9781486311477 £21.95

The New Statistics with R
An Introduction for Biologists
Andy Hector(Author)
Statistical methods are a key tool for all scientists working with data, but learning the basics
continues to challenge successive generations of students. This accessible textbook provides
an up-to-date introduction to the classical techniques and...

256 pages | 66 colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #252668 Jun-2021 9780198798187 £34.99
Paperback #218902 2015 9780198729068 £34.99
Hardback #252667 Jun-2021 9780198798170 £69.99
Hardback #218901 2015 9780198729051 £86.99

The Zoologist's Guide to the Galaxy
What Animals on Earth Reveal about Aliens – and Ourselves
Arik Kershenbaum(Author)
We are unprepared for the greatest discovery of modern science. Scientists are confident that
there is alien life across the universe yet we have not moved beyond our perception of 'aliens'
as Hollywood stereotypes. The time has come to...

356 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Penguin Books

Paperback #252643 Jul-2021 9780241986844 £10.99
Hardback #250498 2020 9780241406793 £18.99

Science Fictions
Exposing Fraud, Bias, Negligence and Hype in Science
Stuart Ritchie(Author)
So much relies on science. But what if science itself can't be relied on?Medicine, education,
psychology, health, parenting – wherever it really matters, we look to science for guidance.
Science Fictions reveals the disturbing flaws that...

368 pages | Vintage

Paperback #252654 Jul-2021 9781529110647 £9.99
Hardback #252653 2020 9781847925657 £18.99

Lost Animals
Extinction and the Photographic Record
Errol Fuller(Author)
A photograph of an animal long-gone evokes a feeling of loss more than a painting ever can.
Often tinted sepia or black-and-white, these images were mainly taken in zoos or wildlife parks,
and in a handful of cases featured the last known individual...

256 pages | colour & b/w photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #252440 Sep-2021 9781472991461 £19.99
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Ornithology

Accidental Wilderness
The Origins and Ecology of Toronto’s Tommy Thompson Park
Walter H Kehm(Author), Robert Burley(Photographer), David Miller(Foreword By), Peter Del
Tredici(Contributor), Wayne Reeves(Contributor), John Carley(Contributor), Gavin
Miller(Contributor), Garth Vernon Riley(Contributor), Gord MacPherson(Contributor), Andrea
Chreston(Contributor), Chief R Stacey Laforme(Contributor)
Once referred to as Toronto's "accidental wilderness", Tommy Thompson Park is now
recognized as a fortuitous urban miracle. Initially created as a landfill site on the city's rapidly
developing waterfront, the park's physical...

176 pages | 100 colour photos | University of Toronto Press

Hardback #252616 2020 9781487508340 £37.99

Paradise Won
The Struggle to Create Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve
Elizabeth May(Author)
Originally published in 1990, Paradise Won has been updated and details the epic 12-year
struggle to stop logging in the unique global ecosystem referred to as "Canada's
Galapagos".Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve is located in the...

336 pages | Rocky Mountain Books

Paperback #252618 2020 9781771604581 £18.99

Red Data Book of Vascular Plants of Bangladesh (2-Volume Set)
M Salar Khan(Editor), M Matiur Rahman(Editor), M Arshad Ali(Editor)
This two-volume set is the outcome of more than 15 years of research at the Bangladesh
National Herbarium. Volume 1 was published after three years, in 2001 and records 106
vascular plant species which face threats in various degrees.

469 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Bangladesh National Herbarium

Paperback #252695 2013 £89.99

Birds of the Indonesian Archipelago
Greater Sundas and Wallacea
James A Eaton(Author), Bas van Balen(Author), Nick W Brickle(Author), Frank E
Rheindt(Author)
The first ornithological field guide covering the vast chain of the Indonesian archipelago has
been completely revised following years of meticulous research. This second edition now
encompasses over 2,800 illustrations, including 325 entirely new...

500 pages | 2800+ colour illustrations, 1350 colour distribution maps |
Lynx Edicions

Flexibound #252793 Mar-2021 9788416728442 £34.99
Hardback #225690 2016 9788494189265 £29.99
Hardback #252331 Mar-2021 9788416728435 £38.99

Birds of Colombia
Steven L Hilty(Author)
This addition to the Lynx and BirdLife International Field Guides series covers the birder's
paradise that is Colombia. Not only have more species been recorded there than in any other
country, but almost one-fifth of the world's birds occur...

608 pages | 3000+ colour illustrations, ~2000 colour distribution maps |
Lynx Edicions

Flexibound #249074 Mar-2021 9788416728244 £49.99
Hardback #249073 Mar-2021 9788416728237 £54.99

Bird Families of North America
Pete Dunne(Author), Kevin T Karlson(Author)
Bird Families of North America takes readers beyond merely identifying birds to understanding
them. Many birders can tell the difference between a White-eyed and Bell's Vireo but cannot
begin to describe a vireo and what distinguishes members of...

320 pages | colour photos | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Hardback #251787 Aug-2021 9780358164074 £26.99

Peterson Field Guide to North American Bird Nests
Casey McFarland(Author), Matthew Monjello(Author), David Moskowitz(Author)
Beyond being a simple reference book, the Peterson Field Guide to North American Bird Nests
is a practical, educational, and intimate doorway to our continent's bird life. The diversity of
nests and nesting strategies of birds reflect the unique...

512 pages | colour photos | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Paperback #251791 Aug-2021 9780544963382 £24.99

Naturalized Parrots of the World
Distribution, Ecology, and Impacts of the World's Most Colorful Colonizers
Stephen Pruett-Jones(Editor)
There are more than 350 species of parrots in the world, and approximately 300 of these
species have been transported to other countries through the caged pet trade. Whether
through escaped captivity or purposeful release, many of these parrots are...

352 pages | 50 colour photos, colour illustrations and colour maps |
Princeton University Press

Hardback #251907 Aug-2021 9780691204413 £37.99

Avian Architects
Quick ID Guide to Nests and Eggs of Southern African Birds
Chris Stuart(Author), Mathilde Stuart(Author)
Another title in the Struik Quick Guide series, this compact little book is a handy identification
guide to the surprising variety of nests built by southern African birds. Covering multiple
species, it is arranged according to nest type –...

colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #252579 2021 9781775847434 £4.99

Bird Is the Word
An Historical Perspective on the Names of North American Birds
Gary H Meiter(Author)
More than 900 species of birds are known from North America, an avifauna made up of native
year-round residents and seasonal migrants, modestly enhanced by introduced exotics and
neighbouring vagrants. Bird Is the Word is an unequalled compilation of...

448 pages | McDonald & Woodward Publishing

Paperback #252605 2020 9781935778424 £37.99

A Photographic Field Guide to the Birds of Nepal
Bikram Grewal(Author), Sumit Sen(Author), Sarwandeep Singh(Author), Nikhil
Devasar(Author), Garima Bhatia(Author)
A Photographic Field Guide to the Birds of Nepal covers over 750 species and distinct
subspecies of birds found in Nepal. It contains over 2,000 colour photographs including
depictions of flight, plumage, hunting style and much more. Many of the...

546 pages | 2000+ colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution
maps | Om Books International

Paperback #252652 2017 9789385609640 £39.99
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Botany

A Garden Bird's Year
Mike Toms(Author)
Britain's gardens are a vast, living landscape and the home to hundreds of species of birds.
Learn to pay attention to these visitors to your own garden or local park and you'll have a front-
row seat to the unfolding drama that is the garden...

256 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #252656 Jun-2021 9780008470616 £19.99

A Sky Full of Kites
A Rewilding Story
Tom Bowser(Author)
Red kites were once Britain's most common bird of prey. By the early 1900s, they'd been
wiped out in Scotland and England following centuries of ruthless persecution. When some
reintroduced kites began roosting on their 1,400-acre farm at...

240 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Birlinn Publishing

Paperback #252713 Jun-2021 9781780276502 £12.99

The Screaming Sky
Charles HW Foster(Author)
We will have a very limited amount of signed first editions on publicationSwifts live in perpetual
summer. They inhabit the air like nothing on the planet. They watched the continents shuffle to
their present places and the mammals evolve. They are...

200 pages | Little Toller Books

Hardback #252742 Apr-2021 9781908213846 £12.99

Latvijas Ligzdojošo Putnu Atlanti 1980-2017 [Latvian Breeding Bird Atlas 1980-2017]
Viesturs Ķerus(Author), Andris Dekants(Author), Ainārs Auniņš(Author), Ieva Mārdega(Author)
The book summarizes information on the changes in the distribution and number of all
breeding birds in Latvia from 1980 to 2017, as well as information on the status of breeding
bird populations and the factors that have influenced it. This...

512 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Latvian
Ornithological Society

Hardback #252744 2021 £37.99

Infectious Disease Ecology of Wild Birds
Jennifer C Owen(Editor), Dana M Hawley(Editor), Kathryn P Huyvaert(Editor), André A
Dhondt(Foreword By)
Birds are the most diverse group of land vertebrates and have evolved to exploit almost every
terrestrial niche on earth. They also serve as a natural reservoir for an array of different
pathogens that pose serious health risks to human and domestic...

304 pages | 49 colour illustrations, 8 tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #252781 Jun-2021 9780198746256 £37.99
Hardback #252780 Jun-2021 9780198746249 £74.99

The Trees that Made Britain
Archie Miles(Author)
As the oldest living inhabitants on the planet, trees have played a major part in the way we live
today, providing both the daily oxygen we breathe and the foundation of our nations heritage.
Every native tree in Britain, whether its part of a grand...

216 pages | 100 colour photos | BBC Books

Hardback #252763 May-2021 9781785946998 £14.99

The Complete Gardener
Monty Don(Author)
Even great gardeners like Monty Don are always learning and always experimenting. The
Complete Gardener brings you right up to date on how Monty gardens today. This extensively
revised new edition covers what Monty believes are the most important...

440 pages | colour photos | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #252759 Mar-2021 9780241424308 £26.99

Ethnobotany of the Andes (3-Volume Set)
Narel Y Paniagua-Zambrana(Editor), Rainer W Bussmann(Editor)
Research in recent years has increasingly shifted away from purely academic research, and
into applied aspects of the discipline, including climate change research, conservation, and
sustainable development. It has by now widely been recognized that...

1955 pages | 1406 colour & 5 b/w illustrations, 500 tables | Springer
Nature

Hardback #252591 2020 9783030289348 £749.99

A Trillion Trees
How We Can Reforest Our World
Fred Pearce(Author)
Trees keep our planet cool and breathable. They make the rain and sustain biodiversity. They
are essential for nature and for us. And yet, we are cutting and burning them at such a rate that
many forests are fast approaching tipping points beyond...

320 pages | Granta

Hardback #252608 Aug-2021 9781783786916 £19.99

The Garden Visitor's Handbook 2021
The National Gardens Scheme (NGS)(Author)
For your essential garden-visiting guide, look no further that the National Garden Scheme
Garden Visitor’s Handbook 2021. National Garden Scheme gardens are special places; full of
escape, hope and inspiration.  From extensive country...

744 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Little, Brown and Company

Paperback #252614 2021 9781408715260 £14.99

Magyarország Orchideái [Orchids of Hungary]
Molnár V Attila(Author), Csábi Miklós(Author)
This field guide contains all species and subspecies of native orchids found in Hungary.
Although written mainly in Hungarian, the species entries use symbols and abbreviations.

224 pages | 831 colour photos, 71 colour distribution maps | Department
of Botany, University of Debrecen

Paperback #252615 2021 9789634902478 £49.99

Vascular Flora of Punjab and Chandigarh (3-Volume Set)
Mangaleshwar Sharma(Author)
No up-to-date descriptive flora for Punjab incorporating all the vascular plants has ever been
written since the year 1838 when Edgeworth for the first time touched the study of botany in
Punjab. The present 3-volume set is fundamentally based on...

2102 pages | 400 colour photos, 240 b/w illustrations | Bishen Singh
Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #252622 2021 £250.00

Garden Wildlife on Trial
Verdicts on the Garden’s Friends and Foes
Ruth Binney(Author)
Are the creatures that visit and live in your garden friends or foes? How can you discourage the
bad and nurture the good? And how does each animal fit into the essential garden ecosystem?
You'll find the answers in the verdicts, evidence and...

144 pages | colour illustrations | Rydon Publishing

Paperback #252628 Mar-2021 9781910821299 £9.99
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Mammals

Weeds on Trial
The Verdict Every Gardener Needs
Ruth Binney(Author)
This ingenious and informative new illustrated book reveals the inside stories of more than 50
common and successful weeds, including cultivated `thugs' which gardeners plant at their
peril, and presents its findings as evidence for the...

144 pages | colour illustrations | Rydon Publishing

Paperback #252629 2019 9781910821275 £9.99

An Annotated Checklist of Indian Pteridophytes, Part 3: Lomariopsidaceae to
Salviniaceae
CR Fraser-Jenkins(Author), KN Gandhi(Author), BS Kholia(Author), DR Kandel(Author)
With the completion of the third and final volume, the decade-long project to revise and
catalogue Indian Pteridophytes (ferns and allies) have reached its conclusion. The last such
project attempted was Beddome's Handbook of Ferns of 1883-1892,...

462 pages | plates with colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal
Singh

Hardback #252657 2021 £115.00

Feasting Wild
In Search of the Last Untamed Food
Gina Rae La Cerva(Author)
A writer and anthropologist searches for wild foods – and reveals what we lose in a world where
wildness itself is misunderstood, commodified, and hotly pursued.Two centuries ago, nearly
half the North American diet was found in the wild....

336 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #252672 2020 9781771645331 £18.99

Ethnobotany of the Mountain Regions of Far Eastern Europe
Ural, Northern Caucasus, Turkey, and Iran
Ketevan Batsatsashvili(Editor), Zaal Kikvidze(Editor), Rainer W Bussmann(Editor)
Research in recent years has increasingly shifted away from purely academic research, and
into applied aspects of the discipline, including climate change research, conservation, and
sustainable development. It has by now widely been recognized that...

1063 pages | 803 colour photos, 800 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #252674 2020 9783030289416 £549.99

Wild Orchids of Meghalaya
A Pictorial Guide
CS Rao(Author), SK Singh(Author)
The Northeast Indian state Meghalaya, which is part of the Indo-Burma biodiversity hotspot,
harbours a rich and diversied flora including orchids. Altogether, about 439 taxa of orchids
belonging to 104 genera are recorded from three hills of the...

203 pages | colour photos, b/w maps | Meghalaya Biodiversity Board

Hardback #252694 2015 9789383403097 £39.99

Bryophytes of Kerala, Volume 1: Liverworts
Manju CN(Author), KP Rajesh(Author)
Since publication of Bryophytes of Wayanad in Western Ghats in 2005, the authors were able
to locate many more species from the wilderness of the Western Ghats in the form of new
records of occurrences, extension of distribution ranges, and some...

147 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | Centre for Research in
Indigenous Knowledge, Science & Culture

Paperback #252710 2017 9788190343039 £62.99

Woodland Wild Flowers
Through the Seasons
Alan Waterman(Author)
As director of a Field Study Centre, Alan Waterman has taken thousands of students and keen
amateurs on woodland natural history walks. Woodland Wild Flowers represents his life's work
conveying the joy and fascination of our wild woodland plants...

256 pages | 200 colour photos | Merlin Unwin Books

Hardback #252754 May-2021 9781913159252 £19.99

Trees of North America
National Audubon Society (NAS)(Author)
From the creators of the world's most trusted field guides – a go-to source for millions of nature
lovers – comes a completely new and unparalleled reference work: the most comprehensive,
authoritative, and up-to-date guide to the...

592 pages | <2500 colour photos | Alfred A Knopf

Flexibound #252767 Apr-2021 9780525655718 £34.99

Cherished Plan
The Story of Puck's Hut at Benmore
David Gray(Author)
Cherished Plan celebrates RBGE at Benmore and the desire to commemorate Sir Isaac Bayley
Balfour, a renowned academic, botanist and visionary. Scratch a little deeper and it becomes
clear that his modest memorial building Puck's Hut, encapsulates...

b/w photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #252772 2020 9781910877357 £7.99

Monograph of British and Irish Hieracium Section Foliosa and Section Prenanthoidea
David J McCosh(Author), Tim Rich(Author)
The Monograph of British and Irish Hieracium Section Foliosa and Section Prenanthoidea
covers 13 Hawkweed species. Plants of both sections have tall, leafy stems with clasping leaf
bases, and form natural groups of superficially similar...

106 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland

Hardback #252790 2021 9780901158581 £29.99

Field Guide to the Amaryllis Family of Southern Africa & Surrounding Territories
Graham Duncan(Author), Barbara Jeppe(Author), Leigh Voigt(Author)
The Amaryllidaceae family is mainly distributed in warm temperate and tropical parts of the
world and has approximately 75 general and 1,600 species. This field guide follows hot on the
heels of The Amaryllidaceae of Southern Africa (published in...

556 pages | 560 colour photos & colour illustrations, b/w distribution
maps | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Paperback #252791 Jul-2021 9780620885911 £39.99

Primate Behavior
An Exercise Workbook
Julie A Teichroeb(Author), Lisa C Corewyn(Author), James D Paterson(Author)
Primate Behavior is an introductory workbook that serves as a detailed guide for conducting
scientific behavioural studies. A thoughtful overview of the concepts, skills, and techniques
researchers use is followed by 21 classroom-tested exercises....

230 pages | illustrations | Waveland Press

Paperback #252670 2020 9781478640097 £99.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Evolutionary Biology

Bat Calls of Britain and Europe
A Guide to Species Identification
Jon Russ(Editor)
A comprehensive guide to the calls of the 44 species of bat currently known to occur in Europe.
Following on from the popular British Bat Calls by Jon Russ, this new book draws on the
expertise of more than forty specialist authors to substantially...

432 pages | 700 illustrations | Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #252477 Aug-2021 9781784272258 £49.99

Skullduggery
Quick ID Guide to Southern and East African Mammal Skulls
Chris Stuart(Author), Mathilde Stuart(Author)
In this short but informative guide, trusted authors Chris and Mathilde Stuart turn mammal ID
on its head – literally. The identification of mammal skulls is the subject of this latest addition to
the quirky Quick Guide series, and covers the...

colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #252578 2021 9781775847267 £4.99

Flying Mammals
Quick ID Guide to the Bats of Africa
Chris Stuart(Author), Mathilde Stuart(Author)
Following the success of earlier Quick ID Guides, this slim little volume tackles one of the few
groups of mammals that can fly. Divided into large fruit bats and smaller insect-eating bats, this
ultimate quick identification guide covers...

colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #252581 2021 9781775847281 £4.99

International Zoo Yearbook 53: Conservation of Elephants
Fiona A Fisken(Editor)
Please note that the yearbook is nowadays published by Wiley who impose a 2-year embargo
on direct sales by booksellers. Therefore, even though published by Wiley in July 2019, this
volume will not be for sale until mid-2021.The articles in this...

523 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, tables |
Zoological Society of London

Hardback #252663 Jul-2021 £49.99

A Short History of the World According to Sheep
Sally Coulthard(Author)
An addictively free-ranging survey of the massive impact that the domesticated ungulates of
the genus Ovis have had on human history.From the plains of ancient Mesopotamia to the
rolling hills of medieval England to the vast sheep farms of modern-day...

320 pages | 50 b/w illustrations | Apollo (Head of Zeus imprint)

Hardback #252677 2020 9781789544206 £16.99

Pangolins
Scales of Injustice
Richard Peirce(Author)
Smuggled into China and sold for meat in the live-animal markets of cities such as Wuhan, the
pangolin has dominated world headlines. Is it the vector for COVID-19?Pangolins have long
been sustainably harvested by local communities for their meat and...

144 pages | 220 colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #252766 Apr-2021 9781775847120 £9.99

A Scurry of Squirrels
Nurturing The Wild
Polly Pullar(Author), Romain Pizzi(Foreword By)
Polly Pullar has had a passion for red squirrels since childhood. As a wildlife rehabilitator, she
knows the squirrel on a profoundly personal level and has hand-reared numerous litters of
orphan kits, eventually returning them to the wild.In A...

240 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Birlinn Publishing

Paperback #252773 Jul-2021 9781780277042 £12.99

Killing, Capture, Trade and Ape Conservation
Arcus Foundation(Author)
The illegal trade in live apes, ape meat and body parts occurs across all ape range states and
poses a significant and growing threat to the long-term survival of wild ape populations
worldwide. What was once a purely subsistence and cultural...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #252776 Apr-2021 9781108738262 £29.99
Hardback #252775 Apr-2021 9781108487948 £74.99

Lizards of Australia
Steve K Wilson(Author)
There are more than 800 species of lizards in Australia, and that number grows each year.
Lizards live virtually everywhere, from parks and gardens in our towns and cities to peaks of
the highest mountains and plains. And some thrive in the harshest...

192 pages | 200+ colour photos | New Holland Publishers

Paperback #252610 2020 9781925546576 £22.99

Reef Fishes of the Seychelles
Christophe Mason-Parker(Author), Ryan Daly(Author), Clare Keating Daly(Author), Guy
Stevens(Author)
A photographic identification guide to the reef fishes of Seychelles aimed at divers, snorkelers,
scientists, students and general fish enthusiasts. To date, nearly 900 species of fish have been
recorded from coral reefs and their associated habitats...

224 pages | <700 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #250983 Aug-2021 9781912081479 £19.99

Life in the Mediterranean Sea
A Look at Habitat Changes
Noga Stambler(Editor)
The Mediterranean Sea is considered the most threatened sea on Earth. This book presents a
scientific look at the past, present and future changes occurring in the Mediterranean Sea. In
addition, this book also gives a background description of the...

739 pages | b/w illustrations | Nova Science Publishers

Hardback #252599 2012 9781612096445 £380.99
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

Environmental & Social Studies

Evolutionary Psychology
An Introduction
Lance Workman(Author), Will Reader(Author)
While evolutionary psychology is a fascinating science, it is also often misunderstood. In this
highly acclaimed undergraduate textbook, Workman and Reader assume no prior knowledge
of evolution and instead carefully guide students towards a level of...

600 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #252675 May-2021 9781108716468 £44.99
Hardback #252676 May-2021 9781108483155 £110.00

First Peoples in a New World
Colonizing Ice Age America
David J Meltzer(Author)
Over 15,000 years ago, a band of hunter-gatherers became the first people to set foot in the
Americas. They soon found themselves in a world rich in plants and animals, but also a world
still shivering itself out of the coldest depths of the Ice Age....

500 pages | colour illstrations, tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #252666 May-2021 9781108735476 £28.99
Hardback #252665 May-2021 9781108498227 £84.99

Consanguinity in Context
Alan H Bittles(Author)
An essential guide to this major contemporary issue, Consanguinity in Context is a uniquely
comprehensive account of intra-familial marriage. Detailed information on past and present
religious, social and legal practices and prohibitions is presented...

350 pages | 4 colour & 14 b/w illustrations, 53 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #252630 2020 9781108822497 £34.99
Hardback #195852 2012 9780521781862 £80.99

Demography and Evolutionary Ecology of Hadza Hunter-Gatherers
Nicholas Blurton Jones(Author)
The Hadza, an ethnic group indigenous to northern Tanzania, are one of the few remaining
hunter-gatherer populations in existence. With a history spanning 130 000 years but rapidly
losing their land and traditional ways of life, Demography and...

494 pages | 135 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 39 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #252634 2020 9781107657052 £39.99
Hardback #223807 2016 9781107069824 £84.99

The Evolutionary Biology of Human Body Fatness
Thrift and Control
Jonathan CK Wells(Author)
This comprehensive synthesis of current medical and evolutionary literature addresses key
questions about the role body fat plays in human biology. It explores how body energy stores
are regulated, how they develop over the life-course, what...

394 pages | 16 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #252636 2020 9781108822596 £34.99
Hardback #230132 2009 9780521884204 £81.99

Animal Population Ecology
An Analytical Approach
Tomo Royama(Author)
Animal population ecology comprises the study of variations, regulation, and interactions of
animal populations. Animal Population Ecology discusses the fundamental notions and
findings of animal populations on which most of the ecological studies...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #252688 Apr-2021 9781108948166 £34.99
Hardback #252687 Apr-2021 9781108844420 £79.99

Forest Ecology
An Evidence-Based Approach
Dan Binkley(Author)
Forest ecology is the science that deals with everything in forests, including plants and animals
(and their interactions), the features of the environment that affect plants and animals, and the
interactions of humans and forests. All of these...

452 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #252689 Aug-2021 9781119703204 £59.99

Peterson Field Guide to Weather
Jay Anderson(Author), Jay M Pasachoff(Author), John A Day(Author)
A resource for those intrigued by events in the sky – clouds, precipitation, storms, aurora, halos
– and for those who follow daily weather events. Using a nontechnical approach, the authors
describe the flow of energy and moisture...

352 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Paperback #251789 Aug-2021 9780547133317 £28.99

Stories of Ice
Adventure, Commerce and Creativity on Canada’s Glaciers
Lynn Martel(Author)
With the state of global ice constantly in the news, one mountain journalist examines Canadian
glaciers to uncover their secrets and their future.From a mother/daughter duo who spent five
months skiing across icefields from Vancouver to Alaska, to...

336 pages | colour photos | Rocky Mountain Books

Hardback #252617 2020 9781771603898 £29.99

Net Zero
How We Stop Causing Climate Change
Dieter Helm(Author)
The inconvenient truth is that we are causing the climate crisis with our carbon-intensive
lifestyles and that fixing – or even just slowing – it will affect all of us. But it can be done.In Net
Zero, economist Dieter Helm addresses the...

270 pages | 7 b/w illustrations | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #251965 Aug-2021 9780008404499 £9.99
Hardback #250698 2020 9780008404468 £19.99

English Pastoral
An Inheritance
James Rebanks(Author)
James Rebanks was taught by his grandfather to work the land the old way. Their family farm
in the Lake District hills was part of an ancient agricultural landscape: a patchwork of crops and
meadows, of pastures grazed with livestock, and hedgerows...

285 pages | Allen Lane

Paperback #251903 Sep-2021 9780141982571 £8.99
Hardback #251112 2020 9780241245729 £19.99
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History & Other Humanities

Organismal to Molecular Biology

Stakeholder Capitalism
A Global Economy that Works for Progress, People and Planet
Klaus Schwab(Author), Peter Vanham(Co-Author)
Our global economic system is broken. But we can replace the current picture of global
upheaval, unsustainability, and uncertainty with one of an economy that works for all people,
and the planet. First, we must eliminate rising income inequality...

304 pages | John Wiley & Sons

Hardback #252603 2021 9781119756132 £18.99

Concrete
From Ancient Origins to a Problematic Future
Mary Soderstrom(Author)
Concrete explores the history of a material that has been central to architecture and design for
thousands of years – and what its future looks like in a world experiencing rapid climate
change.Imagine a world without concrete: there'd be...

272 pages | University of Regina Press

Paperback #252611 2020 9780889777804 £22.99
Hardback #252612 2020 9780889777866 £68.99

Financing Nonprofits
Putting Theory into Practice
Dennis R Young(Editor)
Nonprofits often struggle financially, overwhelmed by the need to muster a complex
combination of income streams that range from grants and government funding to gifts-in-kind
and volunteer labor. Financing Nonprofits draws upon a growing body of...

454 pages | AltaMira Press

Paperback #252789 2006 9780759109896 £51.99
Hardback #252788 2006 9780759109889 £102.00

Agriculture in World History
Mark B Tauger(Author)
Now in its second edition, Agriculture in World History presents a unique exploration of farmers
and farming, and their relationships to non-farmers and urban societies from the ancient world
to the 21st century.From its origins, civilization has...

208 pages | Routledge

Paperback #252606 2020 9780367420918 £34.99
Hardback #252607 2020 9780367420901 £120.00

Between Light and Storm
How We Live With Other Species
Esther Woolfson(Author)
Beginning with the very origins of life on Earth, Woolfson considers pre-historic human-animal
interaction and traces the millennia-long evolution of conceptions of the soul and conscience in
relation to the animal kingdom, and the consequences of...

368 pages | Granta

Hardback #252647 2020 9781783782796 £19.99

The Plague Cycle
The Unending War Between Humanity and Infectious Disease
Charles Kenny(Author)
For four thousand years, the size and vitality of cities, economies, and empires were heavily
determined by infection. Striking humanity in waves, the cycle of plagues set the tempo of
civilizational growth and decline, since common response to the...

320 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #252761 Apr-2021 9781982165338 £19.99

Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry (International Edition)
David L Nelson(Author), Michael M Cox(Author)
The authoritative reference, written with a framework for understanding. Available for the first
time in Achieve (Macmillan's new online learning tool), the definitive reference text for
biochemistry Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry, 8e helps...

1260 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour tables
| W.H. Freeman & Co. Ltd

Paperback #252623 2021 9781319381493 £69.99

Comparative Bone Identification
Human Subadult to Nonhuman
Diane L France(Author)
Building on the success, and maintaining the format, of the best-selling Human and
Nonhuman Bone Identification: A Color Atlas, Comparative Bone IdentificationHuman Subadult
to Nonhuman presents new images of human bones representing many states of...

760 pages | 3461 colour photos | CRC Press

Paperback #252743 Mar-2021 9780367777883 £105.00
Hardback #231531 2016 9781439820438 £220.00

We Know It When We See It
What the Neurobiology of Vision Tells Us About How We Think
Richard Masland
Spotting a familiar face in a crowd is so easy, you take it for granted. But how you do it is one of
science's great mysteries.Vision is involved in nearly a third of everything a brain does and
explaining the ways it works reveals more than just...

262 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Oneworld Publications

Hardback #252655 2021 9781786078162 £16.99

The Evolution of Social Behaviour
Conflict and Cooperation
Michael Taborsky(Author), Michael A Cant(Author), Jan Komdeur(Author)
How can the stunning diversity of social systems and behaviours seen in nature be explained?
Drawing on social evolution theory, experimental evidence and studies conducted in the field,
The Evolution of Social Behaviour outlines the fundamental...

400 pages | illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #252794 Aug-2021 9781107011182 £79.99

Modern Epidemics
From the Spanish Flu to COVID-19
Salvador Macip(Author), Julie Wark(Translated by)
Please note that this book was originally published in Catalan in 2010 as Les Grans Epidèmies
Modernes and has here been translated and revised to include a detailed discussion of
COVID-19.COVID-19 has made us all aware of the fact that we...

288 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #252797 Mar-2021 9781509546572 £14.99
Hardback #252796 Mar-2021 9781509546565 £49.99
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Palaeontology

Mycology

Fighting the First Wave
Why the Coronavirus Was Tackled So Differently Across the Globe
Peter Baldwin(Author)
COVID-19 is the biggest public health and economic disaster of our time. It has posed the
same threat across the globe, yet countries have responded very differently and some have
clearly fared much better than others. Peter Baldwin uncovers the...

392 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #252798 Mar-2021 9781316518335 £19.99

The Story of the Dinosaurs in 25 Discoveries
Amazing Fossils and the People Who Found Them
Donald R Prothero(Author)
Today, any kid can rattle off the names of dozens of dinosaurs. But it took centuries of scientific
effort – and a lot of luck – to discover and establish the diversity of dinosaur species we now
know. How did we learn that Triceratops...

472 pages | 227 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Columbia University
Press

Paperback #252128 Aug-2021 9780231186032 £21.99
Hardback #245246 2019 9780231186025 £22.99

A Guide to Fossil Collecting on the East Dorset Coast
Steve Snowball(Author), Craig Chivers(Author), Andreas Kurpisz(Illustrator)
This is the third in a series of highly acclaimed and informative guides to the safe and
responsible collection of fossils along the Dorset coast. The focus in this book is on the eastern
section, from the Chalk cliffs at Bat's Head, across some...

192 pages | 200+ colour photos and colour illustrations | Siri Scientific
Press

Paperback #252740 May-2021 9781838152826 £18.99

Fungi non Delineati 75: Russale Rare o Interessanti di Liguria, Secondo Contributo
[Rare Or Interesting Russula from Liguria, Part 2]
Fabrizio Boccardo(Author), Carlo Ostellari(Author)
The following species are described and illustrated by the authors: Russula archaeosuberis
Sarnari, Russula galochroa Fr., Russula galochroides Sarnari, Russula grisea Fr., Russula
ionochlora Romagn., Russula medullata Romagn.,Russula ochrospora...

180 pages | 37 plates with colour photos; 81 colour photos, 36 b/w line
drawings | Edizioni Candusso

Paperback #252800 2020 £53.99
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